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Millennium Tattoo und 

Piercing Auer Bauer KG 

Obermünsterstraße 15 

93047 Regensburg 

 

Tel.: 0941/5997233  

regensburg@millennium-

tattoos.de 

 

Registergericht 

Amberg, HRA 8938 

 

 

between 
Millennium Tattoo und Piercing Auer Bauer KG, Obermünsterstraße 15, 93047 Regensburg 
and 
 
Name:___________________________________ Last Name: __________________________ 
 
 
Street:___________________________________ ZIP/City: ____________________________ 
 
 
Date of birth:______________________________ Phone number: _______________________ 
 
I am hereby getting a tattoo upon my own wish. 
I have been informed and am aware of the procedures and dangers of getting a Tattoo. 
 
The general risk by getting a tattoo is, that it can get inflamed or cause allergic reactions to the colors, what can lead to 
pus, rash, or going numb skin. After tattooing in individual cases the color of the outlines can turn out. 
 
If your skin tends to scare your tattoo can scar. Also too less and wrong aftercare can cause scars. In those cases you 
should immediately consult a doctor. We also inform you that an operative removal can become necessary. 
Also we request you to hold still during the complete tattoo process ore else it can affect the shape of the tattoo. 
 
I am aware that I have influence on form, size and color before and during the tattoo process. 
 
I have no rights to sue millennium tattoo if I dislike my tattoo for any reasons. I have been informed that I am responsible 
for the proper care and treatment of my tattoo. We are not responsible for any flaws in the tattoo work due to ignorance 
of proper hygiene and care. 
 
Please cross where applicable: 
A allergie test by a doctor upon my own wish:                            O realized O not realized 
Pregnancy         O Yes O no 
Hepatitis A, B or C         O Yes O no 
HIV-Sikness                           O Yes O no 
Medication witch does not allow Tattooing   
(as Blood Thinner)         O Yes O no 
Diabetes         O Yes O no 
Tend to scare         O Yes O no 
Infections on the Tattoo area       O Yes O no 
Bleeder          O Yes O no 
I did NOT consume Alcohol or Drugs       O correct 
Skin Disease (wie z. B. Neurodermatitis, Psoriasis, and so on.)   O Yes O no 
I allow Millennium T.&P. to post  
a photo of my tattoo on the website or facebooksite    O yes O no 
 
 
With my Signature I confirm that my data is correct and that i read and understood the Tattoo Agreement, and 

also that I filled out the form to the best of my belief. 
 

I read and understood the aftercare for my tattoo and also the aftercare was explained to me. The aftercare note was 
handed out to me. 
 
_____________________________    __________________________________________ 
Body Location               Motiv 
 
_____________________________     __________________________________________ 
Place, date     signature [for minors also the signature of the legal guardian) 
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Aftercare for Tattoos 
 
 
1. After approximately two hours you can remove the saran wrap. You may now wash your tattoo 

with lukewarm water and mild soap, pad dry it with a clean cloth (or paper towel) carefully. You 
should use a panthenol-cream or a special tattoo-cream for further treatment. For the first week 
after tattooing you should rewrap your tattoo with saran wrap after you cleaned and creamed 
it. Important: Do not scratch!! (If you scratch or do not cream, or both, you will get scars!!) 
The healing will take about 14 days.  

2. The tattoo must be creamed at least 4 times a day during the complete healing process. The 
skin may never dry out. A crust develops on top of the tattoo which must fall of by its self. In 
case of an inflammation of the skin, only treat tattoo with panthenol cream, or if necessary, 
depending on the process of the inflammation, seek medical advice. You are also welcome to 
see us here in the shop in cases of questions or problems. 

3. Do not go in to chlorine water (swim bath, whirl pool), and avoid sunlight (also tanning bed) for 
at least two to four weeks after tattooing. 

4. The area at the tattoo should not sweat. You should therefore avoid strong transpiration. Clean 
and loose- fitting clothes will reduce the risk of an infection. In case clothes do rub over the 
tattoo, cover it with saran wrap after cleaning and creaming.  

5. It is normal that the skin secrets lymph, blood and even tattoo ink in the first three to four days 
after tattooing. In this case, clean the area with a clean and dry cloth or paper towel by dabbing 
the tattoo easily and apply tattoo- or panthenol cream. 

6. You can take showers as usual. You should not use shower gel on the tattoo, but rinse the 
tattooed area with an easy jet of water. After that, dab the tattoo easily with a clean cloth or 
paper towel and immediately apply cream! You should not take a bath during the healing – 
phase. 

7. After around two to three weeks, when the tattoo is completely healed, Please visit us for a 
final check.  

 
8. In case you have questions about the healing process of your tattoo, just drop in and ask us. 

We are there for you also after the tattooing. 
 
 
 
By following these simple rules you extremely minder the risk of getting an infections or scars also 
it will keep you healthy. 
 
 
 
Enjoy your new Tattoo 
 


